
 

 
 
 
 
 

02nd September 2020 

Your new Carmel timetable and Study Spaces  

Dear students, parents and guardians, 

Many of you have been asking about study spaces and what to do in the blank study periods that you 
have on your new timetables. As with many aspects of college life this is an ever-changing environment 
and we have been reviewing our Carmel approach over the last few weeks.  We have now received 
latest government updates in terms of September opening guidance and the relaxation of local 
lockdowns in some of the areas we serve so are able to update and clarify this aspect of college life.     

Unlike at High School, Carmel students only need to be in college when they have lessons or planned 
sessions e.g.  a 121 with their PAT or tutor. At all other times, we allow you to decide what you want to 
do during the blank spaces on your timetable.  During this time, it is hoped that we will be able to offer 
enrichment activities in some of these slots as the term continues. 

For now, to allow us to make the transition to the new year as smooth as possible we would also ask 
that if you have no lessons on a particular day then you are not required to come to college.   Students 
will be able to access all resources and software etc online.  As the year goes on this will change and 
many students will want to come on these days for study or enrichment activities.    

For students that use one of the dedicated college buses e.g. from Warrington or Widnes, we 
appreciate that there may be some trapped time as you wait between lessons. For the first time, we 
are providing transport to and from Carmel at lunchtimes to hopefully reduce this trapped time for 
many of our students.  

A small number of students may find that the timetabling ‘machine’ has put you in a 10:10 session on a 
day when you have no other lessons. We will be working hard to rectify this over the first couple of 
weeks to try and move that session to a day when you are in college.  For now, please try to attend 
your 10:10 session as timetabled. 

Some of the options to fill in your timetable blanks could be as follows: 
• Leave college to go home for study  
• Leave college to go to the local shops, town or areas such as the park just down from the 

college 
• Use this time to book an interview /meeting with an area of our student services e.g. Careers or 

Work experience  
• Use this time to study in college using one of the study areas (see below) 
• Use this time to grab lunch or a drink in the refectory/cafe area  
• Hopefully later this term time to attend enrichment sessions such as sports training, MedSoc, 

Chaplaincy group etc. 



 

 
 
 
 
 

Study Spaces  

We have made the decision to offer a range of bookable and walk up study spaces around the college 
campus for this term. 

Bookable study spaces at Carmel  

Bookable spaces will not require mandatory use of face coverings, as they are social distanced spaces 
and in staffed areas.   

In all our study areas students will be able to bring and use their own IT devices using the very efficient 
free college Wi-Fi. 

For now, the majority of these spaces will be in the Alban Library.  These can be booked 2 weeks in 
advance by emailing  library@carmel.ac.uk.  The slots will be for a 2-hour duration to match the new 
timetable. 

There will be 39 IT spaces and 30 non-IT spaces available to book in the library. The library will be for 
silent study only. 

A number of subject departments at Carmel also have designated study spaces, with again a mix of IT 
and non-IT spaces.  These can be booked within the subject areas. Examples would include English and 
Maths – please ask your tutors about these spaces. 

Walk Up Spaces  

In most of these spaces we can only maintain 1 metre + social distancing, so we are advising that 
students wear face coverings in these study areas. These areas are only monitored, not staffed.   

We have worked hard over the last two weeks to maximise the amount of walk up study spaces 
available across the college campus.  The Mezzanine (upper floor) in the main refectory has now been 
converted to a study area which will accommodate 90 individual study spaces (these are all non-IT but 
students would be able use their own IT devices with Wi-Fi here).  

In the West Park building we have a further 6 study areas, again with a mix of IT and non-IT walk up 
spaces.  There are two study areas on each floor; we are advising that students wear face coverings 
while using these areas.    

Keeping safe  

• In all study areas there are hand sanitiser stations 
• All IT keyboards are covered with cleanable silicone covers  
• There will be sanitation sprays and cloths in all study area – we would recommend that 

students clean their work station before they start their session    

mailto:library@carmel.ac.uk


 

 
 
 
 
 

Summary 

We are then able to offer currently over 270 individual study spaces in each of the timetable blocks 
across the week. Whilst the total student population at Carmel will be around 2,000 this year, the 
timetable is designed so that we only have around 40% of the student body on site at any one time, so 
we hope this current offer will meet the expected demand. This current study space offer allows us to 
maintain our enhanced cleaning regime and we will be reviewing our study space offer every two 
weeks this term.  As always, we will keep you updated with any changes.        

Kind regards 

 
Mike Hill 
Principal 
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